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The candidates shall limit their answers precisely within the 
answer-book (40 pages) issued to them and no supplementary/ 
continuation sheet will be issued.
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Note: Attempt six questions in all. Question No. 1 is 
compulsory having 10 short answer questions. Each 
short answer question is to be answered in about 5 
lines (50 words) and carries 2 marks. Attempt the 
remaining 5 questions selecting one question from 
each unit carrying 12 marks for regular and 16 marks 
for private candidates.
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UNIT-I 
(^5Tf-D

2. Critically discuss the traditional quantity theory of money. 

^T MK'mR* TO fWcT 5ft SHdlriHlriJcb

3. Critically explain the Cambridge cash balance approach.
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UNIT-II 
(^rf-n)

4. Explain the qualitative and quantitative methods of credit 
controls.

5. Discuss the role of central banks in economic development 
and suggest measures for effective role of central bank in 
overall development of the economy.
srrfifar 3 cfcfa tcpff s^fijcFT tr 
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UNIT-III 
(^rf-iii)

6. Explain the money multiplayer process and its determinants. 
■^1 Trf^TT sffr faqfcFf oirf^n

7. Write a detailed note on money in equilibrium and non
equilibrium states.
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UNIT-IV 
(W^-iv)

8. Write a detailed note on restrictive vs accommodating 
monetary policy.

9. Discuss the need and effectiveness of monetary policy and
also explain its lags.
4lfst=t> MtfH =rt afk i=i^Flcriai tc

sfk 3FRR1 qrt Mt w q^'l

UNIT-V
(^nf-v)

10. Critically explain the objectives and working of Regional 
Rural Banks in India.
to < sHfa tttMM sfk qft
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11. Critically discuss the objectives, functions and working of 
IMF.
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